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Catering for AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE and MG MIDGET enthusiasts

Bob Rowntree & new Sb car

Damien Meyer & Troy Ryan in
a desperate contest

Phillip Island spectacular backdrop
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13H7779

SWITCH FLASHER 1969 > 1978 MINI CLUBMAN

60.50 EA

21A2658

SWITCH INDICATOR LS MINI & LATE MOKE

93.50 EA

010641

BOOT CLUTCH FORK MGB C/BAR + SPDGT + MGA

4.18 EA

040031

IGNITION BARREL & KEYS B1 + 2 + SPDGT LUCAS

10.67 EA

010438

PCV VALVE DIAPHRAGM MGB1

3.96 EA

040139

LENS TAIL GATE LAMP GB MGC & GT’S

4.95 EA

27H7758

PVC VALVE DIAPHRAM MINI + 1800

3.96 EA

010321

BLANKING PLATE FUEL PUMP MGB 18V MOTOR

6.60 EA

070611

SPRING GEAR LEVER ANTI RATTLE PAD

1.32 EA

2A4267

MOUNT L SHAPE TOP CONTROL ARM MINI MGF

4.40 EA

010073

TIMING CHAIN MGA MGB MIDGET 1275 + MINI

9.35 EA

040532

FUSE BOX ASSY 2 FUSES 4FJ MGB + MINI + MOKE

16.50 EA

030540

TERMINAL/ PIG TAIL MGB + LATE 1098 + 1275 -25D

7.15 EA

040534

FUSE BOX ASSY 4 FUSE 7FJ MGB + MIDGET LATE

24.75 EA

040534A

FUSE BOX COVER MGB 7FJ + TR

3.52 EA

040045

SWITCH FLASHER MGB 72 > 74 + LATE MIDGET

88.00 EA

37H8285

SWITCH WASHER WIPERS LS MINI + LATE MOKE

72.60 EA

080359

HORN PUSH MGA TF OVAL TYPE

29.70 EA

080360Z

SWITCH START SOLENIOD TD + F A B/EYE > SPDGT

36.30 EA

090614KIT3

BRAKE HOSE TD TF FRONT & REAR X 3

44.00 EA

050305

Q/WINDOW SEAL MGB TOURER RH

15.40 EA

050306

Q/WINDOW SEAL MGB TOURER LH

15.40 EA

080490

CALIPER ASSY MGA RH

165.00 EA

080491

CALIPER ASSY MGA LH

165.00 EA

BMW MINI

CLUTCH MASTER CYL SUITS R50 > R60 MODELS

44.00 EA

RD

TH

AEG3009

OUTER RING 3 /4

SYNCHRO HUB SPRITE MIDGET

275.00 EA

040009A

SWITCH HEAD LAMP MGB 9/76 > USA

29.70 EA

040010

SWITCH HEATER MGB 9/76 > USA

29.70 EA

040027C

SWITCH HAZARD WARNING MGB 73 > 76 USA

26.40 EA

040028

SWITCH HEATER MGB 1968 > 71 USA

29.70 EA

080459Z/60Z X 4

SUITS MGA 1500 ZA/ZB SPRITE MORRIS MINOR SET OF 4
SERIES 2 AND 1000 TR2 TR3 WITH DRUM BRAKES (FRONT)

66.00

NO TRADE, OWNERS ONLY 1 CAR SET PER CUSTOMER PRICES INCLUDE GST.
WHILE STOCKS LAST OR 30.06.2013. E & OE
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THE SPRITE CAR CLUB OF AUSTRALIA INC.
ABN: 62879038-526

Club Patron: John Sprinzel
HISTORIC RACING - so that's what it's like!
I attended the Phillip Island Classic in early March after somewhat absentmindedly agreeing with
some friends some time ago at a BBQ to go for the weekend, and they didn't forget!!
I must firstly say that I considered that my duties in attending motor races with the 'car owner' were
honoured in our courting days with desperate 'road races' to Calder, Hume Weir and other hot
windblown, or otherwise primitive race tracks (tho maybe Leguna Seca and Goodwood are aside
due to their 'far away distances)
But what a contrast - the spectacular location with Bass Straight in the background and the friendly
atmosphere amongst the historic fraternity has no comparison to the old days! I am not yet converted to regular attendance, but the weekend was....well....fun.
Fun until the engine 'broke' in the last race on Saturday so we packed up early and left the 'Island'
Sunday morning - but a positive angle to that was that we had time on the trip back to Sydney to
detour to the Victorian wine growing region of Rutherglen - a destination that we have been trying to
schedule for some time as it was 'our home wine area' in a former time and still a source of our
favourite REDS. And it was my birthday, so we celebrated for the ****time!
PS - thankfully this edition includes input from our regular contributors - but what about all of you
others who surely have something to share, be it an event or trip report, or that 'first trip in a Sprite'.
I need more contributions for the magazine.
Sue Cockayne. Editor
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Sprite Torque is available in full colour to all SCCA Members. Go to the SCCA Website,
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PLEASE NOTE: These are all honorary positions undertaken by private individuals in their
spare time. Please contact them at sensible times and accept that they may prefer to call you
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The Sprite Car Club of Australia Inc. accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or reliability of
articles, correspondence, opinion or advertisements contained herein.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Well another month has passed and we are already at Easter and
now planning for the June long weekend with our comrades from
up North.
Graham is well and truly in the planning stages on this one and we
have been in contacted with the local car club to see if they can
take us to some of the behind the scenes things that happen in and
around the Armidale region. It should be a cracking weekend so please
have a look at what you have planned and see if you can come along.
While talking about all things up North, The state of Origin is on again
soon (sorry footy mad). I mean the National Challenge is well underway
and is now officially twelve months away. Thats right, twelve months to
go. I was talking to some of my Cane Toaded friends the other day and
Morgan Park has already been booked for two days and they have been scratching their heads on ways to better the
Mexicans efforts last year.
How can you better talking to Mr Sprinzel on a video link up? Can we now make it "Different than last year or the Challenge before?
So pencil in the dates and support all things Spritely in 2014.
Now with Easter comes fires, (Not Bushfire's) but burn offs, that right it is Greg's happy time of the year so that I can do
all my pre summer 2014 planning and make Leah's and my little patch of paradise a bit safer.
Now for those of you who do not know I was given permission to weld before Christmas and Leah and the kids chipped
in and bought me a welder as a Christmas present. I sought advice from people in the know in the club and the right size
shape and most importantly, colour was chosen.
So I now call it my welders licence. With my licence firmly placed in my wallet I have been welding anything I can, thick,
thin, fat or skinny I have had a go.
Some of the welding i have done looks like Duck Shit or Pigeon Poop but i am getting better all the time.
What have I learnt to date, steel is heavy, it gets hot really easy, I need clothes assigned for welding (too many holes in
toooooo many clothes). I have also learnt that rust is hard to weld, spool speed is just as important as heat generation.
You can weld lots of things but you cannot weld clothes, they burn, you cannot weld wood it burns and you cannot weld
skin as it burns, the first two do not hurt but the skin one smarts a little.
Alovea works wonders, if you’re a welder. But lastly you can bring people back to life, people like NED KELLY (see the
photo in the mag) He’s alive.
And yes I did it.
So what is next, tackle a car, if anyone has a sill that needs replacing or a guard repaired, I am happy to have a practice
on there's before I have a go on mine.
That’s it for now
Greg Holden
SCCA President
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MEMBER’S CORNER
Welcome the following new members this month:Chris Buckingham of Middle Dural with a Nota Fang, Nota F1 and Nota Clubman. He is part of Nota Sportscars.
Les Fleischner of Dural who has a Nota
Greg, Christine and Lachlan Tyerman of Berowra, they have a 1965 Mk.3A Sprite which is a restoration project.

So sick of hearing blonde jokes, a blonde cut her long hair and dyed
it brown.
The next day she drove out into the countryside where she came
upon a flock of sheep crossing the road.
Stopping her car to watch the fluffy flock, she called out to the shepherd, "Your sheep are so cute. If I guess how many sheep you have,
will you give me one of them?"
The shepherd was taken by the woman's beauty and said to her,
"Yes".
So the woman said the first number that came into her head which
was "436".
Shocked that she was somehow right, the shepherd said, "That's
right. Yes, you can pick one of my flock."
After much thought and study of the flock, the woman selected what
she thought was the cutest and most playful one to take home with
her.

President’s amazing welding effort—
NED KELLY
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The shepherd turned to the woman and said, "Now I have a proposition for you. If I can guess your real hair colour, can I have my dog
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RESTORATION TIPS No.17
This one, good readers, is one without previous reference to the ‘Tips’ but of use none-the-less relating to engine
builds and especially mid-winter repairs as may be required. They are important little critters when building engines in particular. What is he garbling about now you ask? Welch plugs for engines is the unlikely topic. They
were invented in the USA around the turn of the century by the Welch Bros who patented the idea and manufactured solely by the M.D.Hubbard Spring Co. commencing in 1905. The welch plugs are more recently referred to
as core plugs, freeze plugs or expansion plugs.
The purpose of the plugs is to cover the holes left generally on the sides of engine blocks after casting to allow the sand
to be removed which creates the water jackets.
The first thing is that there are two types of plugs commonly in use. One is the curved or convex expansion (lens type)
welch plug which expands to fill the hole formed by the cast lip in the block. The other, more common plug in recent
times, is the cupped one which is tapered slightly and provides a friction-fit seal with no cast lip in the block.
Most cupped plugs are brass used for cast iron blocks and steel ones are required for alloy blocks. My experience has
been that, generally, the curved plugs are steel to be used in iron blocks. Make sure you buy imperial sized plugs for
‘non-metric’ and vice versa; forget about a metric equivalent for your BMC engine.
Two things tend to happen with the plugs, assuming that they are properly fitted in the first place. One is the steel ones
rust out and secondly, frozen radiator liquid in the block will pop out a plug or three. The secret here then is to use special coolant in the radiator to stop corrosion and to prevent the liquid from freezing. The problem now is getting at the
plugs for replacement with having to take the engine out – they are generally covered or hidden by the accessories,
manifolds, hoses, inner panels etc.
The curved plug is generally persuaded out using a solid pig stabber type punch and driving it through the middle with a
hammer and the force will turn the convex to concave and free it up. The cupped plug is generally removed using a
small drift hammered on the outside edge of the inner cupped section which tends to loosen and skew the plug which
can then be extracted using vyce grips or multigrips
The plugs are fitted differently relative to their form. The curved welch plug has to be hammered flat to provide a proper
seal in the block. This is done using a punch almost the same diameter as the plug, the ‘normal’ end of a ball pein hammer is the goods, which means it gets hit initially in its raised centre to flatten it out. The cupped plug has to be carefully
tapped in just below the face of the block using that part just inside the cupped section using a large socket or the like,
and not touching the centre of the plug to drive it in as it will distort the lip to be sealed.
Down to the most important part of the exercise, how does one seal the plugs? Going back to advice given to me by my
friendly engine re-conditioners way back then, paint the inside seat for the plug with a mixture of enamel paint and gasket goo before the plug is seated for final fitment. I never had a plug leak or fail and I religiously used soluble oil at the
time – this theory is very different nowadays with special 5 year coolants, alloy blocks, water wetters and the like.
Mr.Colin of Sprite Spares seals the cupped plugs in using Loctite 243 and follow the directions for sealing.
As a get-you-home dodge, screw in a self tapper with some proprietary glue (araldite) if there is a corrosion hole in the
plug.
Till next time, happy Spriteing! Further, enjoy the resto, as well as the safe driving.
Kerry Smith
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Wakefield Park - HSRCA – 24 February 2013
Saturday drizzle dampened the spirits of all of our club members but thankfully nothing worse than the odd slide
or spin off the track with no casualties. Take a bow gents – better you than me! From the outset, however, there
was a relatively small number of entrants for an open historic race meeting, which is a worry if it’s a general trend.
Uncle Baz shared an open area with Warren
Lawler and they lock tied the portable shelters for
cars and crew cover. So let’s relate the odd experience
to set the scene in part for the Sunday races held in
warmer conditions without rain showers.
‘Kermit’, the bugeye Sprite, now with a pair of kosher
one and a half inch H4 SU carbs and a refurbished cylinder head, disgraced himself with a clutch that brought
back memories and refused to declutch after the last
race on the Saturday. Jim Elphick in the little Ford Prefect engine gazelle did not run at all on the Saturday due
to brake mechanism issues which were fixed for most of
his Sundays races; more of which below.

Kermit on Dummy Grid

‘Al pal’ Bryson had some front brake lining problems on
the Sunday, trying three different sets, but kept running for a fastest lap of 1min.24.52 courtesy of pedal pumping and
some left foot braking to give him his most enjoyable racing in years. Greg Payne kept struggling in his grey A30 to keep
up with Al and kept running all weekend. Talking group Sa, David McKenzie in the bug eye ‘scooter’ stuck with it and
nibbled a bit more speed that he’s been looking for and he had some good dices with the various fleet A30s.
In group Sb, we had Ric Forster able to make good use of his replacement starter, new engine, shocks and springs
which allowed the midget to corner on two wheels to clock 1min.14.97 for his fastest lap ever at the Park. Brian Weston
left early but did a quick 1min 13.76. Peter Mohacsi did a 1min 14.20 in his red midget. Warren Lawler, now with negative camber and a cooking 1100ccc engine for his first open race meeting, did a most commendable 1min 18.67. Peter,
Ric and Warren came in 4th, 5th and 6th respectively in their last event.
‘Mr.Colin’s’ group T midget had an engine misfire the whole weekend that proved incurable compounded by the use of
the new dog box that crashed gears every change as if it were a synchro gearbox with no synchros working. The next
step will be to try grade 80/90 oil rather than HPR30 to make the new cogs work properly. Nonetheless, ‘Verona’ clocked
a fairly quick 1min.14.06 before being carted off home at lunch time on the Sunday.
Jim with the Gazelle went like the wind later on the Sunday and came in 3 rd in his last run with a fastest ever lap of
1min.21.83 at the Park. Prior to that though, a 1933 Rover rocker arm broke on the Elva alloy cylinder head but, luckily,
Jim had a spare in his bundle of goodies and was able to get mobile for later Sunday events.
On a final note, we loaded ‘Kermit’ and left at lunchtime. Colin., Baz and I pulled the engine out after lunch, discovered,
as expected, a disintegrated carbon thrust race (members: watch out for another ‘tips’ article shortly), replaced it with a
spin thrust bearing, courtesy of Mr.Colin, and had it running properly a short time later in preparation for Phillip Island on
the 10th March.
Apologies for the small number of photos due to Saturday rain and Sundays early departure.
Kerry Smith

Early on the trailer and back to base
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HISTORIC MOTOR SPORT DISCUSSION PAPER
The NSW delegate to the CAMS Australian Historic Motor Sport Commission (AHMSC) addressed the last CAMS
State Council Meeting on a discussion paper released by the AHMSC recently on a proposal for greater recognit
ion of FIA Appendix K vehicle eligibility documentation at Australian historic motor sport events. It was advised
that the AHMSC was inviting comment from within the historic motor sport community on the proposal.
The AHMSC has stated that comments from within the community will help the consideration of the proposal,
which would recognize the FIA Historic Technical Passport (HTP) as a basis for eligibility of historic racing and sports
racing cars to compete in Australian historic motor sport events.
So what does the proposal mean to the SCCA members, particularly those involved in historic racing – Group S and
other categories within the CAMS 5th Category regulations.
In an effort to highlight the implications, I will provide my interpretation of the proposal as follows.
CAMS Gr S regulations ( old sports cars like Sprites and Midgets ) and Gr N ( old touring cars) do not require the car to
have a race history – you just find an old car ( from the list of approved types) and modify it for racing within the specifications for the category and apply for a Log Book.
Vehicles in other categories, including Group T ( old sports cars with a race history) can only get a Log book if that actual car has a competition history in Australia. In other words, if that car has not been raced in the historic period referred to, it cannot get a Log Book – and thereby cannot race in CAMS events.
The process under CAMS rules for such cars to get a Log Book is for it to be issued with a certificate of Description
( CoD) which involves a somewhat complex process of investigating the car’s history, including the degree of modifications that it had at the point in time for which it is to be approved ( ie not some point later in its history when it was further
developed incorporating then newer technology!) all with a view to confirming its competition history and identity.
The process by CAMS of issuing a CoD became recognised throughout the world as a very reliable method of verifying
the credentials of a Log Booked car – thus reassuring fellow competitors that it was not ‘tweaked’ to incorporate subsequent ‘go faster’ technology to that in which it originally raced, and perhaps more importantly to prospective purchasers
that it was the ‘real deal’, ie the actual car that it purported to be. The CoD therefore added value to the car.
By contrast, the FIA ( the international controlling body – or ‘world’ CAMS) has for a variety of reasons ( which I do not
intend exploring but doubtlessly include commercial/political lobbying by interested parties over the years) has issued its
Historic Technical Passport papers (HTP) which are more or less equivalent to a CAMS CoD, to cars with actual competition history – and ALSO to REPLICAS of those cars.
So you could have your genuine ( ex works, ex Stirling Moss, ex Stan Jones et al) $3m Maserati 250F Chassis No 2523
on the grid and someone could be beside you with a genuine replica Maserati 250F Chassis No 2523 built last
year!
Modern technology makes such replicas an economically viable option to some – eg D Type Jaguars from NZ
are virtually identical to the original from Browns Lane for less than $500k v 2.5 pound sterling for a ‘real ‘ex factory D
Type.
So what, one might say so far as the SCCA is concerned?
Well it seems to me ( and do not go and build/buy one based on my interpretation – do your own research to satisfy
yourself before spending any $!), that you could for a modest amount, build a replica of Col Dodds’ spectacularly restored ( doubtlessly at not inconsiderable cost) black Midget ( Verona), apply for a HTP equivalent, get a CAMS Log
Book and go racing in the same Grp T event as Doddsy.
Or as it occurs to me, get an Andrew Foster body kit and an old Bugeye Sprite, build a Sebring Sprite replica with
1098cc A series, four wheel discs and all the other good bits, etc and go racing in Gr Sa ( three are enuff, don’t you dare
–Ed), very much cheaper than locating a genuine Sebring Sprite at approximately $130k!
So the proposal is up for discussion within the CAMS Historic Commission – does the SCCA have a position on the matter.
Further details and discussion paper available on CAMS website - http://www.cams.com.au/
Barry Cockayne
CAMS Delegate
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CSCA SUPERSPRINT REPORT MARCH 2013
With a three month gap since the last Supersprint, the first round for 2013 was well attended overall and especially by SCCA members. This was especially the case given the Historics at Phillip Island and the Top Gear festival were all on the same day, Sunday 10 March.
Of our 11 competitors eight were in Sprites or Midgets, the others being classic British cars (Cooper S and Capri
V6) and a unique Australian icon in the form an Elfin MS8 Clubman so all in all an excellent showing by SCCA
members.
The venue was Wakefield Park and our hosts, Club Lotus, turned on the good weather and their usual smooth organisation which included the ability to have cars scrutineered on the afternoon prior to the Supersprint.
Six competitors were able to co-ordinate their arrival on the Saturday afternoon and gathered for dinner at Trappers.
These were John and Jacqui Millhouse, Keith Smith, Ray Fahey, Les Payne and his long term friend and new member,
Andrew McLaughlin. This time discussion ranged far and wide but only slightly touched on tyre pressures unlike previous pre-supersprint dinners. Safe to say we thoroughly enjoyed the company and the fare – even if the restaurant had
run out of ‘Old’.
The day arrived fine and sunny with a light breeze which kept the temperature down to a maximum of about 28C.

While a number of us needed to make slight adjustments, for example
to timing, there were no tow-ins and no major issues that I was aware
of.
First time ‘new’ supersprinter, Andrew McLaughlin (Elfin MR8), and
first time ‘old’ supersprinter David Baigent (MG Midget) ran well and
would have been pleased with their times building up to their best on
the their last runs. Most of us had four runs of six minutes each while
the diehards had five.
Keith Smith had an excellent day and put in an outstanding time (was
it the red shirt or re-engineering the track design?) while most of the
rest improved on their last times at Wakefield Park.
Results were - Keith Smith, MG Midget, 1:14.03; Ray Fahey, Spriota,
1:14.45; Paul Orton, Sprite Mk2a, 1:15.53; Rob Byrnes, Cooper S,
1:14.96, John Millhouse, Bugeye, 1:15.60; Owen Rice, Capri V6,
1:16.90; Warren Lawler, Sprite Mk3, 1:17.47; Andrew McLaughlin,
Elfin MS8, 1:18.33; John Needs, Bugeye, 1:19.19; Les Payne, MG
Midget, 1:20.64; David Baigent, MG Midget, 1:22.25.

Ray Fahey topping up half way through the
day

Visiting as pit crew were Jacqui Millhouse and Lisa Needs who took some excellent photos of the drivers.

.
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CSCA SUPERSPRINT REPORT MARCH 2013 cont’d
Next Supersprint is on 5 May hosted by the Jaguar Drivers Club at Sydney Motorsport Park (Eastern Creek)
North circuit.

Rob Byrne fuelling ‘Roxy’ observed by Warren Lawler and Keith Smith on the go
Paul Orton
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High Country & Murray River tour - Anzac Weekend update
Fantastic driving & scenic roads have been chosen for all sections of this 5 day tour at an average of 300km / day.
The drive from Lilydale / Coldstream up to Bright, and the return home from Hume Weir to Lilydale all form part of
the event over selected ‘Spritely’ touring roads with scenic stops along the way.
TOUR SUMMARY:
Wednesday 24th April: Travel from Lilydale/Coldstream to Bright overnight via Thornton, Jamieson, Benalla and Milawa.
Thursday 25th : Travel from Bright to Mt Hotham, Omeo and Anglers Rest, Mt Beauty and back to Bright overnight again.
Friday 26th : Travel from Bright to Corryong overnight via Mt Buffalo, Happy Valley and Tallangatta.
Saturday 27th : Travel from Corryong to Ebden on Lake Hume via Cabramurra, Elliot Way, Walwa and Bell Bridge.
Sunday 28th : Travel from Ebden to Lilydale via Beechworth, Oxley, Whitfield, Mansfield and Yea.
ACCOMMODATION:
There has been a huge response to this event, and it is almost full, with 18 couples already booked in with their deposits
paid for the accommodation. We have 5 couples from SA, 2 couples from NSW, and the rest from Vic.
In fact there is only one room left at the Corryong Mountain View Motel (we have all the rooms and phone numbers in
the previous listing) so any extra folk will have to try the Corryong Country Inn (02 6076 1333) over the road back towards the centre of town a few hundred metres. (The Corryong Hotel Motel (02 6076 1004) booked for the evening
meal, is about half way between, and has cheaper ‘basic’ workman type cabins out the back too.).
However at the other o/n venues there are a couple of cabins left that are still reserved for us.
MEALS: All the evening meal venues have been booked as well as a couple of lunch venues, but meal choices will be
yours, and pay as you go.
NUMBERS:
I will ‘cap’ the numbers to about 21- 24 couples, as otherwise we will have too many at the venues and on the road,
even though I will split everyone into 3 touring speed groups.
ROUTE:
There has been a small modification to the routes that will not affect those coming from NSW. The group has voted to
modify the route up, to include the Thornton-Jamieson run, and do the Whitfield-Mansfield run on the way back. I have
further details if you need them. All else is the same as listed earlier.
BOOKINGS:
If you do want to make a booking (at all 3 venues) please let me know so I can keep a track of numbers, and for catering
purposes etc, and for further contact about updates.
It is all very exciting, and the Second Newsletter with more details for those attending is about to be e-mailed out.
If you have any further queries contact John Fowler on 0400 278 375 or jfowler@dcsi.net.au
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Don’t Bend the Elfin -

by Andrew McLaughlin

I thought those of you who routinely roll your cars off your trailers, pour the minimum amount of fuel into your
Midget or Sprite, check the oil and tyre pressure and line up for a blast around the track, might like to reminisce
about times past by reading about my first run at Wakefield earlier this month.

Ray, Paul and Owen looking the Elfin over Saturday evening – “How are you going to get home mate?”.
How I came to be the proud owner on a 2007 Elfin Ms8 Clubman is a bit of a story in itself but suffice it to say that I have
always been interested in Colin Chapman’s ‘more with less’ mantra and that I developed a keen interest in the 2005 joint
venture between Elfin Sports Cars (founded by Garrie Cooper in 1957) and GMH. This endeavour resulted in an unholy
union between a Lotus Super Seven and a GM LS1 Gen III 5.7 Litre V8 which can perhaps be thought of being ‘more
with less and then a bit more’. I went to a Shannons auction in 2011, put my hand up once and became the nervous
owner of Chassis 17 of 28 Ms8 Clubmans built. The car is road registered, has no electric motors apart from cooling fan
and fuel pump, weighs 910Kg, produces 406bhp, does under 5 seconds to 120kph and as far as road manners go, let’s
just say that it commands some respect.
Getting a car that I could take to the track is something I have talked about for a long time but have done absolutely
nothing about until last Sunday. But I now had a suitable car and when I gave my old friend Les Payne a drive, he was
unrelenting in his encouragement to make it happen. So I applied to join the Sprite Club (at least the Seven part of the
Elfin pedigree precedes the Mk I Midget by about 4 years I think) and Les and Paul Orton guided me through what I
needed to do to organise a CAMS license, get the car ready and register for the Wakefield Supersprint on March 10 th.
I set off on the Saturday morning to make the 300km trip from Orange to Wakefield in the Elfin and I made good time via
Cowra averaging 106kph at 8.73 litres/100km which was a pleasant surprise after having a mafless tune and some exhaust work done recently. I met Les and some of the other club members in Goulburn and we then went out to the track
for scrutineering which went without a hitch.
The amazing variety of cars at the track was a real treat for me: Battle-hardened and obviously loved Midgets and
Sprites, Lotus Exige’s of all varieties, Evo’s, WRX’s, Mazda MX5’s, Toranas, Escorts, Capris, a couple of clubman’s,
three beautiful Lotus Elans, several Jags, a Morgan 8 and the list went on. I was of course feeling embarrassed with my
shiny V8 Elfin in such company given that it is quite a lot of car for someone with very limited experience and ability.
While I was very grateful for the warm greeting I got from others in the club, I also admit to being a little perturbed by
some of the questions they asked such as: “So you’re going out on road-tyres are you?”, “First time huh, have you spun
the Elfin before?” and my favourite, “So you drove to the track from Orange, that’s great, but how are you going to get
home?”. Les just kept telling me that it was going to be fun and anyway, Les and I were both in White Group starting last
so what could possibly go wrong?
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Don’t Bend the Elfin con’d
After a restless night, I was off to the track on Sunday morning with Les and we lined up for a familiarisation run in
the Elfin after the Driver Briefing, so helmet, gloves and goggles on and I was away at a leisurely pace. Les advised
that I was early into every single corner on the track however I seemed to be unable to do anything about it for
some reason and I made very little progress on this basic problem all day. But the good part was that the sur f a c e
was smooth, there was a total lack of objects to run into on either side of the track and the Elfin felt nicely compposed dawdling around in third gear.
Back to the pits and time to watch the Orange Group cars take to the track. At seeing the speed the Evos and Exiges
had into Turn 1 at the end of the straight, the exhaust flames being emitted on throttle-off and hearing the noise of the
cars tearing up the hill, I immediately felt that I was definitely in the wrong place and definitely in a lot of trouble. Les was
relaxed and simply pointed out some of the more interesting cars as they flashed past. There was only a slight reduction
in speed for the Green group however I finally started to think that things just might be ok when Yellow went out and lap
times came back to around 1:14.
I have to say that I remain absolutely amazed at the speed of the Yellow Group Sprites, Healeys and Midgets driven by
the likes of Ray Fahey, Paul Orton, John Millhouse and Keith Smith. It’s hard to believe that these 40+ year old cars with
all of 125bhp on-tap can perform the way they do and they certainly demonstrate the importance of good car preparation
and driving skills. I did some research and the fact that the Mk II Midget only weighed 735Kg off the production line, and
which probably comes down to about 670Kg stripped, helps as well I’m sure!
“Don’t bend the Elfin and don’t cause anyone grief on the track” was the thought running through my head when Les
tells me it’s time to line-up for our run in White group. He very generously agrees to go out at the back of the group in
front of me to pilot me around the track for the first couple of sessions and tells me several times to take it easy. I told
the marshal that I wanted to go out last but he waved me out second last and I momentarily had a terrible thought “What
if I get overtaken by Sonia in the Suzuki Cappuccino …”. Les went to 8/10’s off the line and I was struggling to stick with
him through the corners on the first lap but fortunately the Elfin made good without too much fuss in the straights. It was
excellent to have Les to pace me early on because I really had no idea what I was doing and I was also very cautious of
the unassisted brakes on the Elfin (which I still don’t like). We soon ran into traffic and Les slowed down to get some
space but this didn’t last long after we sped up again and our 5 laps were over all too soon.
Session 2 was more of the same and I followed Les around a bit faster and while I messed up corners with great consistency, I was starting to enjoy myself and I was finding the pace more manageable. I thought about overtaking Les on the
straight a couple of times but hung in behind him as instructed and tried to do better in following his lines at the top of
the circuit.
Les and I started towards the front of the group is Session 3 and I was feeling much more relaxed. Les and I overtook a
few cars and found ourselves with clear track ahead. Les put in a 1:20:63 and I found that I was able to stick with him in
the corners and was cruising behind him in anything a little bit straight. Then I started thinking “Don’t bend the Elfin but
Les, you’re just a bit in the way mate” so I overtook him in the straight on the third lap and tried to go fast which only resulted in a brake lock into Turn 8 and understeer into the dirt. We went in and the results showed that I was 0.16 seconds behind Les which by coincidence was exactly the margin that the event organiser allocated me behind Les when
deciding my starting position. Back in the pits, someone walked up, looked over the Elfin and said “Nice car, it’s got a V8
in it has it? And nearly as fast as an MG Midget too.” Yep, he was spot-on.

Bugger, messed Turn 2 up again.
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Don’t Bend the Elfin con’d

The Elfin looking for Les’ slip-stream before Turn 8!

I went out in Session 4 behind Les again more positive and thinking “Don’t bend the Elfin but I think I better have a go
since I’m here”! We worked through some traffic together without drama and then I felt a momentary twinge of guilt as I
blew past Les on the straight. Try as I might though, I simply could not string together more than 4 decent corners out of
the 8 on the course and I simply did not trust the Elfin’s brakes to use them as late and hard as everyone else was. Despite these frustrations, I was still pleased with a 1:18:33 and Les and I contemplated going out for a fifth session. Then
we saw that big off at the top of the circuit complete with a lot of smoke and we looked at each other and decided that
we had had a good day and that it was time to pack up and go home.

Les, you’re just a bit in the way mate!

All in all, I had a great day at Wakefield and I hope I managed not to cause anyone serious grief out on the track. As expected, I found that there was a lot to learn from experienced drivers in the club and I look forward to any future instruction that might be offered. I was very pleased to discover that the Elfin probably has potential in the hands of a decent
driver and I’m equally as very pleased that Garrie Cooper wasn’t around to see my efforts at driving it. Watch out Ray,
because I’ve set myself the challenge of getting up with the faster Sprites and Midgets one day and I’ve just ordered a
set of semi-slicks to help in that quest!
So I didn’t bend the Elfin first time out and I drove it home as well too! My thanks to Les and everyone in the club who
were so welcoming and helpful in making my first track outing a reality. I enjoyed all the laughs as well thank you and I’m
definitely looking forward to next time.
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SOCIAL EVENTS 2013
TBA: Event date and details to be advised; TBC: Event date and details “To Be Confirmed”.
Please check the Events page on the Club’s website for up-to-date info and changes.
<www.spriteclub.com/ events>

5

APRIL

14

Combined Daimler/Sprite run from Appin to Berrima. Two routes one via Picton/Mittagong on
secondary roads, the other via Mt Ousley (note route changed), the Illawarra Highway and Macquarie Pass. Leisurely cruise or mix it up with the SP250’s. See the sights of Berrima and lunch at
the Surveyor General Inn. Numbers required for lunch booking, contact Graham McDonald 0422
972 094 by Friday 12 April 2013.

20

Technical Day Woods and Woods, Quality coach builders 17 Alma Ave Woy Woy. Meet at Pie
in the Sky 1296 Old Pacific Hwy Cowan, 8:00 - 8:30 am for morning tea depart 9:15 am. If going direct, tour starts at 10:00am. Lunch will be provided. Contact Greg Strange 02 9319 2299(work) 02
9591 1197(home).

MAY

24-28

Vic Sprite Club High Country & Murray River tour – See our club magazine for further information
and contact details

3

Fish and Chips in Shellharbour. Meet 9.30am for Coffee/chat – then depart at 10.30am Ruby’s
Beach Café at Bulli (go to end of Park Road Bulli and turn right). Contact Graham McDonald on mobile 0422 972 094 for joining along route details.

5

Wings over Illawarra, theme “Celebrating Naval Aviation”. Access passes required contact Graham
McDonald social@spriteclub.com or phone (02) 9533 3128 mobile 0422 972 094 Entry fee on arrival
$5.00 per person. Meet 6:45 am at McDonald’s Heathcote for 7:00 am departure or Albion Park.

5 (alt.

EUROMOTORFEST Lambton Park, New Lambton Newcastle. Entry $5.00 per car. Sponsored by
Hunter MG Car Club see web site www.huntermg.com, or by contacting Brad Tipper public relations
Event)
on email bjtipper@dodo.com.au, or phone 0407 648 853
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JUNE

8-10

National Motoring Heritage Day. Further details to follow
Weekend in Armidale. Biannual get together with the Queensland Sprite club. Details to follow.

JULY

14

Sutton Forest Pub lunch. Meet 9.30am for Coffee/chat – then depart at 10.00am Ruby’s Beach
Café at Bulli (go to end of Park Road Bulli and turn right). Contact Graham McDonald on
0422
972 094 for joining along route details.

14

Brass Monkey Run. Run proposed to Goulburn area. Full details yet to be provided from Austin
Healey Club.

21

Christmas in July and Annual Awards Luncheon. Venue the Australian Hotel and Brewery, 350
Annangrove Road, Rouse Hill. Arrive 12:30 pm for 1:00 pm luncheon. Bookings and pre-payment
will be required, more details to follow.

TBA

AUG
SEP OCT
14

Shopping in Berry run. Meet 9.30am for Coffee/chat – then depart at 10.15am Ruby’s Beach Café
at Bulli (go to end of Park Road Bulli and turn right). Contact Keith Smith on 4285 2056 or mobile
0404 631 200 for joining along route details

25

Tour of Tasmania organised by the Austin Healey club. Refer magazine for details.
All British Day and Sprite Annual Picnic and Concours Event. It is 55 years since the Bugeye
Sprite hit the pavements. Have you received and replied to the advertising email yet? Didn’t receive
it? contact Warren Lawlor email vicepresident@spriteclub.com or phone 0421 783 985

28-29

Weekend Away – National Championships for Large Scale Aircraft – Cootamundra Details to
follow

13-26

Tour of Tasmania organised by the Austin Healey club. Refer magazine for details.
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COMPETITION CALENDAR 2013
Date

Race Meeting

Location

Point Score

Notes

April
27-28

HRCC Autumn Historics

Morgan Park, Warwick GSRA Cap 1 manuel@projects.qld.com
Qld

CSCA-JDCA Supersprint R2

SMSP GP TBC

May
5

CSCA

Historic Winton - Historic meet- Winton Vic - Short
ing

GSRA Gld 2

Sat 01

CSCA-MG Supersprint R3

SMSP North Cct

CSCA

Sat 01

FoSC One Day Meet

SMSP South Ct

1-Feb

AASA State Championships

Wakefield Park

GSRA Cat 3

CSCA-AHOC Supersprint R4

Wakefield Park

CSCA

HSRCA - Historic Meeting 100km race

SMSP GP

GSRA Cat 4

Annual Historic Queensland
Meeting

Morgan Park, Warwick GSRA Cap 2
Qld
www.hrcc.org.au

FoSC One Day Meeting

SMSP South Ct

www.fosc.com.au

FoSC One Day Meeting

SMSP South Ct

www.fosc.com.au

25-26

www.historicwinton.org

June

Sat 29
29-30

www.fosc.com.au
colinwilsonbrown@gmail.com

www.hsrca.org.au

July
13-14
August
Sat 10
Sun 11
10-Nov

VHRR Historic Festival of Speed Winton Vic - Long

Queensland Raceway - Drivers Queensland Raceway
10-11 TBC Championship
Qld
Sat 17

CSCA-MOCA Supersprint R5

31/Sep 01 ARDC Muscle Car Masters

GSRA Gld 3

www.vhrr.com

GSRA Cap 3 manuel@projects.qld.com

SMSP ?

CSCA

SMSP GP

GSRA TBA

colinwilsonbrown@gmail.com

September
20-22
28-29

Festival of Sports & Racing Cars Lakeside Qld

GSRA Cap 4 manuel@projects.qld.com

HSRCA – Historic Meeting

Wakefield Park

GSRA Cat 5

CSCA-TSOA Supersprint R6

Wakefield Park

CSCA

CSCA-SCCA Supersprint R7

SMSP South

CSCA

www.spriteclub.com

Return of the Thunder

Sandown Vic

GSRA Gld 4

www.vhrr.com

HSRCA – Historic Meeting

SMSP GP

GSRA Cat 6

www.hsrca.org.au

FoSC One Day Meeting

SMSP South Ct

www.fosc.com.au

FoSC One Day Meeting

SMSP South Ct

www.fosc.com.au

www.hsrca.org.au

October
Sun 27
November
Sat 09
8-Oct
23-24
December
Sat 07
Sun 08
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MINUTES OF MONTHLY MEETING held at Parramatta RSL Club

Present: Committee members: Greg Holden, Graham Wells, Les Payne, Greg Strange, Warren Lawlor, Annie
Lawlor, Ross Reichardt, Barry Cockayne, Rod Pringle, Colin Dodds, Graham McDonald, Avis Fowler, Paul Orton.
Members: Harley Pringle, Dave Lawrence
Apologies: Dianne Strange, Leah Holden, Ric Forster
Minutes of Previous Meeting:;. The minutes of the January meeting were confirmed moved Les Payne, seconded
Colin Dodds.
Business Arising: Graham Wells advised that the Rydalmere Bowling Club had a suitable room but closes early on
Tuesday evenings & the Rosehill Bowling Club only has an auditorium. The Lachlan board room where this meeting was
held is not available for every meeting date this year.
Graham McDonald advised a suitable room is available at the Ryde Eastwood RSL Club.
Graham Wells will talk with the Parramatta RSL staff & book the Lachlan room for as many meeting night as possible
and see if we can book it for next year.
Treasurer’s Report: Les Payne reported by Email.
General Account:
Opening balance

$11,735.52

Deposits
Payments

$250.14
$8,286.69

Closing balance

$3,698.97

Opening balance

$26,547.45

Savings account:

Interest

$67.64

Closing balance

$26,615.09

Opening balance

$1,176.67

Business transaction account:

Payments
Closing balance

$10.00
$1,166.67

TOTAL FUNDS

$31,480.73

Moved accepted Graham McDonald, seconded Avis Fowler, carried.
Secretary’s Report: Graham Wells reported correspondence:
Incoming:
- Castlemaine Rod Shop open day.
- MG Spares advertising payment
-Parramatta RSL re room hire.
-Australia Post re new print post number.
-Narrandera Shire Council invite to hold an event.
- Chrysler Restorers, Liverpool Swap Meet 21st July
-Museum of Fire Classic Truck Show 16th June
- Magazines: Depender, Mascot, T Read, Flat Chat, Goblins Gazette
Outgoing:
-CMC Shannons Day booking
-Australia Post re Print Post.
Social Events: Graham McDonald reported.
-A suggestion was received re a possible trip to Cootamundra for the large scale model aircraft National Championships
on September 25-29th.
-Greg Holden asked if any more people are going to the week-end at Maurice King’s.
- Nothing received regarding Wings Over Illawarra. Graham will follow-up.
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Minutes monthly meeting cont’d
Social Events con’t
- Armidale Weekend; Graham in contact with local car club to see if we may do something with them.
-Christmas in July: at same venue as last year, menu chosen. Make it an awards day. Get article into Sprite
Torque a.s.a.p.
-Display Day: Warren Lawlor sent out first publicity message on the new system with a reply button. Sharon Allen
will represent us at ABCC meetings.
Coming events to be listed in Sprite Torque & on the website.
- Saturday/Sunday March 23-24, Weekend at Maurice King’s
- Sunday, April 14th . Combined run with Daimler Club
-Saturday, April 20th Technical Day ay Woods & Woods.
- April 24-28th High Country Tour
- Friday , May 3rd. Fish & Chips in Shellharbour.
- Sunday, May 5th. Wings over Illawarra
- Sunday, May 19th National Motoring Heritage Day.
- Friday, June 7th. Sutton Forest Lunch.
- Saturday to Monday, June 8-10th Weekend in Armidale.
- Friday, June 14th Sutton Forest Pub lunch.
-Sunday, July 14th Brass Monkey Run.
-Sunday 21st July. Christmas in July
-Sunday August 18th Shannons Day
- Sunday 25th August SCCA Display Day.
- Saturday, 9th November SCCA Supersprint.
CAMS: Barry Cockayne advised he attended the first meeting of the new State Council. Some key points were:
-David Healey gave an update on the new regulation regarding flame proof padding in roll-over bars. Barry will write article for Sprite Torque.
- CAMS Supersprint Championship is single round event.
- A discussion paper on the FIA rules was presented by the Historic Commission. Barry will write article for Sprite
Torque
CSCA/Competition: Paul Orton reported:
-Philip Island Historics last week-end had a good entry of Sprites/Midgets.
- At the first CSCA round of the year at Wakefield park we had 8 participants. Keith Smith had fastest lap. We are in third
place in the Championship after one round.
Regalia: Greg Strange reported for Dianne Lawlor
-We have some shirts, caps, coffee mugs & beer tankard in stock.
- Greg asked if there was any interest in Club pens at $1.29 ea.
-Annie Lawlor asked if we could have a Team Sprite T shirt for the racing members. It would have to be cotton & long
sleeved if worn at Supersprint. Greg to look at long & short sleeve versions.
Sprite Torque: Barry Cockayne reported for Sue.
-Colin Dodds asked about the previous decision to put more past magazines on the web-site. Paul Orton has 2002-2006
on electronic files. Older ones would need to be scanned & loaded. Paul to send file to Ross Reichardt.
- Sue wants more photographs, particularly with articles.
-Diane Strange will write an article on the day at Platinum Smash Repairs.
Technical Meetings: Greg Strange reported.
-Club attendance at the Platinum Smash Repairs joint meeting with the Austin Healey Owners Club was poor.
- Next event is at Woods & Woodson April 20th. They want us there at 10.00 a.m. Meet at Pie In The Sky at 8.00-8.30.
Please advise Greg if attending.
Web-site: Ross Reichardt reported:
-The committee members list has been updated.
- Ross is looking at going back to featuring an upcoming event on the front page.
Membership: Avis Fowler reported one new member.
-Greg Tyerman & family voted in. They lives in Berowra & have a Mk.3A Sprite.
Membership Types & Fees:
-Greg Holden opened the discussion by outlining some of the extensive Email discussion of the previous weeks.
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Minutes monthly meeting cont’d
Membership Types & Fees: cont’d
- Les Payne advised that there had only been support for three options, designated 1,4 &5. Copies of a document
detailing these options was circulated. ( A copy will be attached to the minutes.) Option 1 & 4 are alternatives to
current & option 5 is “do nothing”.
Ross Reichardt gave an outline of his thoughts & he was in favour of a free electronic magazine only. The compli
cation is that only 60% of members have given an Email address on the membership renewals.
-Les Payne commented that the ratio of electronic/hard copy magazine selection on the membership forms was
75/124.
-Warren Lawlor commented that it is not just the cost of the printed magazine & mail there is also the time some-one has
to spend in getting it ready to mail out.
- Paul Orton thought we should leave things as they are.
- Colin Dodds outlined his proposal (Option 1) covering subscribers who just want an electronic magazine & members
who use the other club services. The main point is that should those members who want a hard copy of the magazine
pay for it?
- Barry Cockayne asked “what do the members want?” We are not getting any complaints. We should not be tailoring
our fees to meet the requirements of every individual member. Barry agreed that there should be a discount for receiving
an electronic magazine only.
- Greg Holden asked if it would be better to charge the current membership fee with an extra charge for a print magazine. There is more incentive to change if it costs more.
- Graham Wells suggested we have no extra fee for family members as we are over 200 members and the CAMS & insurance costs do not increase as we add more members.
- Greg Holden asked for a show of hands of those who believed we should not make any change to the membership
structure (Option 5). The vote was 2/13 for no change.
- Greg Holden then asked who felt Option 1 was worth following up. No one voted for the proposal.
-Greg Holden asked if Option 4, a two part membership with a charge for a print magazine was in agreeable in principle.
Barry Cockayne proposed an amendment to maintain the existing $10 charge for extra family members with or without
the electronic magazine. This was agreed upon with amounts to be set.
Les Payne suggested $45 pa member with E magazine
$55 pa member with printed magazine
$10 extra per family member.
After some discussion on effects on club revenue Barry Cockayne suggested the amounts be amended to $50, $60 &
$10.
After further discussion this was put to a vote with 8/13 in favour. The proposal was carried.
-

As it was RSL Club closing time there was no time for General Business.
Meeting closed at 10.18 p.m.
Next Meeting: Tuesday, April 9th, 2013; Parramatta RSL Club, cnr. O’Connell & Macquarie Sts., Parramatta at 7.30
p.m.

2013 CAMS N.S.W. Hillclimb Championship
Host Club
Round 4.

Calendar

Venue

SDMA

6-7/04/13

5

TSCC

19/05/13

Oakburn Park, Tamworth

6.

GSCC.

9/06/13

Mountain View, Grafton

7.

MGNew.

4/08/13

Ringwood Park, Raymond Terrace

8.

WSCC

8/09/13

Huntley, Dapto

9.

MGNew.

6/10/13

King Edward Park, Newcastle

Note also:

-

Canberra Hillclimb

AHC Mt Cotton Qld 2nd & 3rd November 2013 and Qld Championships 2nd June 3013

For more information visit Hillclimb Web Site. www.hillclimbnsw.com
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AN INTERESTING EXTRACT FROM APRIL 1973 SPRITE TORQUE MAGAZINE
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AN INTERESTING EXTRACT FROM APRIL 1973 cont’d
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Austin Healey Car Club
Tasmania 13 - 26 October 2013
Day 1 Sunday 13 October 2013 Melbourne to Devonport The Spirit of Tasmania departs Station Pier 7.30pm for
your overnight sailing to Devonport. Upon arrival at 6:00am, disembark and proceed with you’re your.
Day 2 Monday 14 October 2013

Devonport to Launceston Stay LAUNCESTON : Country Club Villas
In 14 Out 17 October Includes Full Buffet Breakfast Daily

Day 5 Thursday 17 October 2013

Launceston to St Helens Stay ST HELENS : Tidal Waters, St Helens
In 17 Out 18 October Includes Continental Breakfast

Day 6 Friday 18 October 2013

St Helens to Hobart Stay HOBART : Wrest Point Hotel ( Mountainside rooms )
In 18 Out 22 October Includes Full Buffet Breakfast Daily

Day 10 Tuesday 22 October 2013 Hobart to Queenstown Stay QUEENSTOWN : Chancellor Inn
In 22 Out 24 October Includes Continental Breakfast Daily
Day 12 Thursday 24 October 2013 Queenstown to Ulverstone Stay ULVERSTONE : Beachway Motel
In 24 Out 26 October Includes Continental Breakfast daily
Day 14 Saturday 26 October 2013 Ulverstone to Melbourne The Spirit of Tasmania departs East Devonport terminal at
7:30pm for the overnight crossing to Melbourne.
Day 15 Sunday 27 October 2013

Arrive Melbourne The Spirit of Tasmania berths at 6:00am

Costs
Land
$1282.00

Adult
Pensioner

$1282.00

Deluxe
$754.00
$636.00

Porthole
Inside
$490.00 $442.00
$400.00

$352.00

The above prices are based on per person twin share, Spirit of Tasmania fares are return pp
Vehicle return under 5 metres

$178.00

Expressions of interest to Terry Bancroft Austin Healey Owners Club NSW
C/- The Secretary
Austin Healey Owners Club (NSW) Inc
PO Box 2754
North Parramatta
NSW 1750 Australia
Email to Secretary.
austinhealeynsw@ozemail.com.au
Please also advise Graham McDonald Social Director Email: social@spriteclub.com Phone: (02) 9533 3128
Graham McDonald Phone (02) 9533 3128 Mobile 0422 972 094

BICHENO
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TORQUE TRADER
Advertising is free for private sellers and buyers, just phone,
email or post the Editor of Sprite Torque, details on page 2

THIS MONTH

FOR SALE - Austin Healey Sprite 1965 Mk IIIa.
1098cc engine

FOR SALE - 1965 Austin Healey Sprite Mk 3
Silver in colour
Mini lite mags
Always garaged

-

1098CC engine
Club registered number plates
Fair condition

-

Sky blue with black interior.

Wire wheels, roll bar, tourneau and good soft top.
109,000 miles - complete restoration of body, electricals,
motor and gearbox 8 years ago with few miles since.
Always garaged since then in the country.

Asking Price $6,700.00 ONO
Please phone Jason 0412 961 715

$11,500.00.
Car located in Cooma, NSW. phone 02 6452 3451 AH or
email snowylawley@gmail.com for more details and photos.

LAST MONTH
FOR SALE - 1964 Austin Healey Sprite
Concourse Built marque sports car 1990's. Winner of multiple awards during that time.
Highly detailed and presents very well.
Ideal for supersrints/GEAR/regularity events. Can be used as a road car as well (full 4 page engineering report detail
all modifications for full road rego)(currently on historic plates which are not transferable)

Specs include:
Great rust free body with fiberglass bonnet and front guards.
Excellent paintwork and detailed panel work.
Fresh 1300 cc race motor.
Rare siamese weber carb set up.
Electronic ignition.
Gearbox recently inspected.
Alloy radiator.
Highly maintained and supurb little car.
Photographic history of restoration available.
Car was previously on full street NSW registration until 2007. Well known Sprite club car. Ex David Keys, Graham
Phillips. A fabulous little sports car!
$15,000 ono
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Contact Daniel Bando 0403 807 478 or Peter Mohacsi 0403 783 570
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Order your Regalia now
Phone Dianne Lawlor
02-9319-2299 (business hours) or 02-9909-8607 (ah).
or visit http://spriteclub.com/regalia.html

Images from Phillip Island with thanks to Alistair & Louise Duncan

Is that the Sharp Holden chasing a pair of bugeyes

Damien & Troy contest continues

Torrid Sb battles continue

